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ABSTRACT

Name

: Igustiana Hutari

Major

: English Education Program

Tittle

: The Lecturer Corrective Feedback on Students’ writing Essay
of UIN Jambi”

This research aimed to describe written Corrective Feedback used by the
lecturer on writing essay on fourth semester

students in English Education

Department of the Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teacher Training in State Islamic
University SulthanThaha Saifuddin Jambi. This research was conducted by using
descriptive qualitative design. The technique of data collection used in this
research was documentation. This research used content analysis in analyzing the
data. The subject of this research was the fourth semester or the second years
students of English education department. The result of this research showed that
the lecturer used 3 types of written corective feedback and the contribution The
contribution of written corrective feedback in essay writing class were it can
stimulate students` attention to their error, to increase their self-awareness,
stimulate students to be independent in written production, increase the students`
motivation by students` performance highlight in the form of grade or praise.

Key words : written corrective feedback,lecturer, writing essay
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ABSTRACT

Name

: Igustiana Hutari

Major

: English Education Program

Tittle

: The Lecturer Corrective Feedback on Students’ writing Essay
of UIN Jambi”

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan Umpan Balik Korektif tertulis
yang digunakan oleh dosen tentang penulisan esai pada mahasiswa semester
empat di Departemen Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris dari Fakultas Tarbiyah dan
Pelatihan Guru di Universitas Islam Negeri Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi.
Penelitian ini dilakukan dengan menggunakan desain deskriptif kualitatif. Teknik
pengumpulan data yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini adalah dokumentasi.
Penelitian ini menggunakan analisis isi dalam menganalisis data. Subjek
penelitian ini adalah mahasiswa semester empat atau tahun kedua jurusan
pendidikan bahasa Inggris. Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa dosen
menggunakan 3 jenis umpan balik korektif tertulis dan kontribusi. Kontribusi
umpan balik korektif tertulis dalam kelas menulis esai adalah dapat merangsang
perhatian siswa terhadap kesalahan mereka, untuk meningkatkan kesadaran diri
mereka, merangsang siswa untuk mandiri dalam produksi tertulis, tingkatkan
motivasi siswa dengan sorotan kinerja siswa dalam bentuk nilai atau pujian.

Kata kunci: umpan balik korektif tertulis, dosen, esai penulisan
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of five topics they are background of the research,
research problem,research objective, research scope and limitation and definition
of key terms.
A. The Background of The Study
Writing is one of the productive skills. Inwriting, we are expected to construct
our idea to the written form. Writing is productive language skills in which the
writer have to produce certain writing product such as short functional text and
genres (Boric, 2007). Through writing students are able to change the idea to the
written form. In writing skill the idea and Lingusitic are determine as a writing
quality. Writing also considered as intellectual activity. According to Nunan
(2003) as cited on khomariyah (2015) writing is intellectual activity of finding the
ideas and thinking about the way express and arrange them into good statement
that is clear to be understood by people. In addition, writing presents writer’s
concepts an issues which is shown in public. It is requires integration of idea
systematically written
Furthermore, writing can immortalize the information. For instance in daily
life people share news and information in written form: newspaper, article, or
even short massage. While in medic level, thedoctor always writes the component
of medicine that will given to the pharmacist, in not only daily life and medic. In
academic setting Writing can be a media to demonstrate the knowledge. For
example, students write their idea in a paper, a journal, anessay, or diary.
Chandler (1987) states that writing enhances learning in several ways. Writing can
be looked at from various perspectives. Writing can be defined as a mouthpiece
the writer to the reader. For some reason understanding something will better in
written form. As example the wedding invitation always on written form in order
the reader will more effective to remember and understanding the informations.
Writing is a powerfull instrument of communications that allow writers to grow
1
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personally and affect a change in the world (saschketwan education,2008) as cited
on ismail (2009)
Writing is one of the language skills which is essential for the students
besides the ability of listening, speaking and reading, during their study in each
level in any type of school and also in their real life in the community. Writing
can be very useful for students because it help students to convey their message
through their minds in written form. As cited on Uliutami Harmer (2004: 31)
states that writing is a way to produce language and express the idea, feeling, and
opinion. Writing is a process that often influenced by constraints of genres, than
these elements have to presented in learning activities. Therefore, teaching writing
has strategic in their early stage of education.
Furthermore, Heaton (1989) states that writing is complex and difficult to
teach and also to learn, requiring mastery not only of grammatical and rhetorical
devices but also of conceptual and judgmental elements. One kind that make
writing is different from other skill is from process aspect. There is long process
in producing writing product that students need to do from pre until final in order
of sequence step. In Urquhart and Mclver (2005) mention that the process or stage
of writing begins on prewriting, drafting, revising and editing. In every single
process students need to develop a set of competencies and fundamental of
writing that cannot develop naturally by themselves. One of that is writing
pedagogy which state by Brown (2001:335) in students expect to be able to
focuses on generate ideas, organize them coherently, use discourse markers and
rhetorical conventions to put them cohesively, revising the meaning, editing the
grammatical and produce final product. In process of writing, editing or redrafting becomes concern of students` process because it is important step that
determine the quality of writing product before it come to final one. Harmer (2007
argues if in a foreign language writing class, editing process has important than in
the first language writing class. We know that in second language class especially
the writing system is different from the first language writing class. Students will
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need more help in the writing process from pre writing, drafting and especially
this editing process and they will get it from the expert one such as lecturer.
Writing is about more than making our thoughts, ideas visible, concrete and
involves more than making appropriate word choice, or using appropriate
grammar, syntax and mechanics. Therefore, writing is not simple activity, so, it is
be able if students make some mistake in their writing, and need the teacher’s
corrective feedback to make them clear about their mistake in writing. Writing
cannot be separated with feedback. As a non native speaker, L2 learner will have
mistakes when they try to write. Teacher’s Feedback is one of a kind from
formative assessment. The kinds of corrective feedback were di-rect, indirect,
metalinguistic, focused and unfocused corrective feedback.
The role of feedback in the behaviorist and cognitive theories of L2
learning, feedback is seen as contributing to language learning. In both structural
and communicative approaches to language teaching, feedback is as a means of
fostering learner motivation and ensuring linguistic accuracy. Feedback could be
positive or negative. Positive feedback affirms that a learner response to an
activity is correct. In pedagogical theory positive feedback is important because it
provides affective support to the learners and fosters motivation to continue
learning. It is generally accepted that feedback is an important classroom activity.
It works as a motivation tool by letting learners know how they are doing in class.
Lecturers monitoring is one of the roles that their own in writing process, others
roles are become motivator, resource, tutor and also feedback provider. Harmer
(2007) explains about the certain roles of lecturer begin the motivator lecturer`s as
the principal roles who needs special skill to be it, then as resource to supply
students with information include advice and suggestion and last as feedback
provider in offering correction and give positive respond. Feedback provider is the
crucial role which helps students in develop their writing before it come to final
one after motivating and give knowledge in writing process.
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Lecturer must give feedback to students as their role as provider in one
kind form of written corrective feedback especially in editing process. Written
corrective feedback believes can give a contribution in editing process as
Bitchener and Ferris (2012) state the goal of it to develop writing skills, build
awareness, knowledge and strategic competence, followed by Rosdiana (2004)
that states if lecturer provides written corrective feedback will help students
improving and getting better from it as help in writing process.
In Relation of it here some lecturers in UIN Jambi decide to use other way
to correction besides the lecturer written corrective feedback (WCF) in the
students` writing product. They state if use that way they can manage time well in
correcting process, because lecturer got help by peer in correction writing product
than do all it alone, then when use other way in correction his/her students
become more active and have deeper understanding about the material in learning
writing. Although many other lecturers believe with their own way correction.
there is one lecturer that practices this lecturer` written corrective feedback in
her/his class, so that is which bring researcher to know more about this kind of
written corrective feedback.
After discuss about lecturer` reason in using several kind of correction
way, the others participant also need to investigate about how their experience
from written corrective feedback are student. Students also have different reaction
or respond in receiving the lecturers` written corrective feedback when writing
process.
In this situation lecturer needs to build their understanding to corrective
that they got before and what the feedback will guide students to do in the revise
their essay writing. Hyland and Hyland (2010) state that students will analyse the
kinds of comments that given by lecturer consider when framing them differently,
so the lecturer need to guide students in understanding the meaning of feedback
that they give before to improve the students writing itself. Moreover the negative
example effect come from researcher Saeli (2016) that students feel unpleasant
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with all red in their essay that give by lecturer, they think if their tuition only to
get their essay back turned with red ink by lecturer will never happen if students
understand what lecturer mean in the written corrective feedback.
Students will get confuse if receive correction form like a circle or cross
sign without any explanation such as instruction of using symbol of indirect
corrective or information in the form of feedback. They will confuse what will do
next also they do not know why their essay back with the sign without any
explanation on it. From this lecturer should aware that corrective will be more
effective if provide the feedback moreover clear instruction on students work.
There is another who have conducted the similar research concern of
teacher’s corrective feedback

written by

Sekar (2017).In her research she

focused on type and categories of teacher written feedback in writing skill at
mtssumber lawang. Besides she would like to get deeper information about four
type written corrective feedback. The result of her research shows that teacher
used 4 out of 6 types of corrective feed-back in eighth grade students’ writing.
The kinds of corrective feedback were di-rect, indirect, metalinguistic, focused
and unfocused corrective feedback. And the corrective feedback which not found
were electronic and reformulation corrective feedback. Based on the research
findings, the researcher found 256 types of teach-er’s corrective feedback.
The most dominant of teacher’s written corrective feedback used in
students’ writing was direct corrective feedback. It was 163 data or 64 %.
Meanwhile, the fewest types of corrective feedback was metalinguistic corrective
feedback. It was 7 data or 3% only. Teacher also provided the indirect corrective
feedback lower than direct corrective feedback. It was 51 data or 20%.Then,
teacher used focused feedback in 9 data or 3% only, and unfocused feedback in 26
data or 10%. This research focused in all the types of corrective feedback used by
teacher to eighth grade. This finding supports and adds the other researches that
the dominant type is direct corrective feedback.
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Another researchwritten by Pratiwi from the English Education
Department, faculty of language and arts of Yogyakarta State University in
academic year 2013. In her research, she focuses on the types and categories of
teachers’ written feedback, besides she would like to know about the student’s
perception of teacher’s written feedback in their writing. The result of her research
shows the teacher’s mostly gave feedback in direct way. And based on the third
research question, it was discovered that the students’ prefer written feedback than
oral feedback, teacher’s written feedback was objective and clear. The students’
never had negative effect of the teacher’s written feedback. The teacher’s written
feedback also did not disturb the process of writing. And the teacher often gives
feedback to the students.
Altough there have been a lot of studies disscusing corrective feedback on
students’ writing but the disscussion on corrective feedback still limited. This
research will conducted similar research but with a different focus. Which is on
types corrective feedback and their contribution to the students
Based on logical sense above the reseacher would like to know how is
corrective feedbackused by lecturer in the classroom. The reseacher would
conduct the research at the fourth semseter of english department at UIN
SulthanThahaSaifuddin Jambi.
The other reason is based on the effeciency. In writing essayis one of
subject with a high level of error. the more errors the more feedback students get.
then the researcher will analyze corrective feedback is given to the student writing
entitled “The Lecturer’s Corrective Feedback on Students’ Writing

at

English Education Department of UIN Jambi“
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B. Formulation of Research Question
Based on the background of the research, the research problems of this
studyare:
1. How does the lecturer practice written corrective feedback in essay writing
class at english department of UIN Jambi
This question is elaborated into:
a. What type of written corrective feedback is used in the essay writing
class?
b. What are the steps in giving written corrective feedback in the essay
writing class?
c. When does the lecturer give written corrective feedback in the essay
writing class?
d. What is the focus of written corrective feedback in the essay writing class?
2. How does the lecturer written corrective feedback contribute to the students in
essay writing at english department of UIN JAMBI
C. Limitation of The Research
This research based on the practicing of written corrective feedback for
teaching essay writing and also the contribution of written corrective feedback to
the students` TBI 4A UIN SulthanThahaSaifuddinJambi. Then, the researcher
only focusses on the type of written corrective feedback which lecturer practices
in essay writing class and the contribution.
D.Objective of the Research
The aim of this research is to describe the practices of written corrective
feedback (type, steps, time and focus) in teaching essay writing and to know its
contribution on students` essay writing at English department of UIN Jambi
E. Significance of The Research
The result of this study are usefull for :
The Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teacher Training
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1. For the Lecturer :
The finding of the study hopefully have contribute to lecturer’ as a additional
information to provide effective corrective feedback in order to improve students’
writing.
2. Students:
For students, this study can help the students to reveal what they need towards the
feedback. he knowledge in revealing their response can be used as reflection to
learn
3. for the other researcher
This result will add the knowledge about the theory of feedback, especially
written corrective feedback and its implication in the classroom.
F. Definition of Key Terms.
Some key terms of this research topic that will investigate need to be explained
here to avoid misunderstanding:
1.

Written Corrective Feedback refers to any teacher respons in the form of

teacher note which puts on the students draft to helps their students to improve
their writing skill.
2.

Essay Writing refers to a course of English department in UIN STS Jambi

Essay is a group of paragraphs which consist of topic sentence, support and
concluding sentence, it usually discusses one topic inside.
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CHAPTER II
THEORITICAL REVIEW

In this chapter the researcher presents some theories related to Written
Corrective Feedback and writing. It consists of writing and its process, the roles of
teacher in writing, essay writing, Written Corrective Feedback and previous study.
A. Writing Skill
Writing is one the language skills that goes to productive skill.
Celcemurcia( 2000) state that productive skill as an action to produce written
words. But the text must be understandable.
Writing is considered to be the hard skill to get mastered. Many learners think
that writing is the most difficult skill. Richard and Renand (2003) as cited on
nennyrohmawaty’s thesis state that writing is the most difficult skill for second
language learners. The difficultied not only in generating and organize idea but
also delivering idea into understandable text. In writing paragraph second
language learner have to pay attention to the punctuation,organization of th text,
spelling and word choice. Richard and Renand (2000) state thatwritting language
is complex to the level of clause. They add that writing consist of many
constituent parts :content,organization,originality,style,fluency and accuracy or
using appropriate theoritical form discourses.
Writing is a media to verbalize feeling,idea,thought, and again it is used to
comunicate in the daily life. This idea supported by Coulmas( 2003) who says that
the primary purpose of writing is to comunicate means to share informations.
Writing is not only as a product of learner but writing also can defined as an act
this idea supported by Haliday (1985) and Nunan (1993) suggest that written
language is used for action. For example : public sign,productlabels,television and
radio guides.Based on definition above the researcher conclude that writing is a
productive skill that include some aspects in order to make a good communication
by making sign or page.
B. Purpose of Writing
9
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Writing have three main purposes they are : inform, explain and present an
argument. Furthermore Grenville (2001) states that any piece of writing will do at
least one of the following things: entertain, inform, and persuade the readers. To
entertain means that at least writing engages the readers’ feeling in some ways. To
inform means that writing tells the readers about something that contains of
information. Moreover, to persuade means to convince something to the readers.
According to Birjandi, Alavi and Nodoushan (2004: 3), writing is done for one of
the two purposes, these are: (1) to tll the readers about what they do or not know,
or (2) to tell the readers that their knowledge is not right. Based on the three
statements above, there are at least three purposes in writing: informative writing,
expressive writing, and persuasive writing. Writers use informative writing to
share knowledge and give information, directions, or ideas. Expressive or
narrative writing is to produce stories or essays based on the observations of
people, objects and places and may include creative speculations and
interpretations. In persuasive writing, writers attempt to influence others and
initiate action or change.
According to the State University Newyork the goal or aim of a piece of
writing: to express oneself, to provide information, to persuade, or to create a
literary work. There are four purposes writers use for writing. When someone
communicates ideas in writing, they usually do so to express themselves, inform
their reader, to persuade a reader or to create a literary work. In college, we
mostly rely on two purposes for composition style writing, and those are to inform
or to persuade the audience.
Based on the theories above, it can be inferred that writing has so many
purpose. The main purpose is to communicate a message that has a specific
contains to the audience. Besides, writing also has a purpose to inform the
audience. The writers try o explain and describe their knowledge and share it to
the audience. The other purpose is writing can be as expression of narration of the
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writer. Sometimes, writing also has a purpose tomaintain the arguments of the
writers.
C. Writing Essay
There are so many various kind of writing. One of the kind of writing that
common learn in university is essay writing. The essay writing itself based on
Langan (2009) states that an essay is simply a paper composed of several
paragraphs, rather than one paragraph. In an essay, subjects can and should be
treated more fully than they would be in a single-paragraph paper. The main idea
or point developed in an essay is called the thesis statement or thesis sentence
(rather than, as in a paragraph, the topic sentence). The thesis statement appears in
the introductory paragraph, and it is then developed in the supporting paragraphs
that follow.
The other definition of essay writing come from Brandon & Brandon
(2011) states the essay defined in relation to the developmental paragraph. The
essay is as difficult to define as the paragraph, but the paragraph definition gives
us a framework. The definition of developmental paragraph “is a group of
sentences, each with the function of supporting a controlling idea called the topic
sentence.” The main parts of the developmental paragraph are the topic sentence
(subject and focus), support (evidence and reasoning), and, often, a concluding
sentence.
Now let’s use that framework to define the essay: The essay is a group of
paragraphs or simply a paper composed of several paragraphs each with the
function of supporting a controlling idea called the thesis. Besides the definition
essay writing has some parts inside of it. These are the main parts of the essay:
Introduction, Development and Conclusion. The other parts also mention by
Anker (2009:145) but with different name, not part but called form. The Forms of
essay writing are: Introductory Paragraph, First Supporting Paragraph, Second
Supporting Paragraph, Third Supporting Paragraph and Concluding Paragraph.
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So they are several part or form based on explanation above. The simple part of
essay writing is introduction and conclusion. For the complete form begin from
introductory paragraph, first until third supporting paragraph and concluding
paragraph. After the definition and the part of essay writing, there are different
kinds of essay that states by Anker (2009:147) are: 1)Narration essay,
2)Illustration, 3)Description, 4)Process analysis, 5)Classification, 6)Definition
essay, 7)Comparison and Contrast writing, 8)Cause and Effect, and the last
9)Argument essay.
From all explanation above the conclusion from essay writing are first the
definition of essay is a group of paragraphs or simply a paper composed of several
paragraphs each with the function of supporting a controlling idea called the
thesis. Besides the definition it has some parts inside of it. These are the main
parts of the essay: The simple part of essay writing is introduction and conclusion.
The last is the various kind of essay from narration, illustration, description,
process analysis, classification, definition, comparison contrast,
cause effect, and argument.
D.Writing process
According to Hamer ( 2004) there are four elements in the process of
writingbelow:
a.Planing
planing can be defined as a important step in every situation. As we known
every great events must be have a great planing. In writing, planning is nedded to
decide what are their going to write. they have to consider the purpose of the
writing since this will influence (amongst other things) not only the type of the
text they wish to produce, but also the language they use, and the information they
choose to include. In planning section the student are demanded to make a design
of their written text by using 5w-1h .more questions are better to develop their
written tex:
a. Drafting
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In this section, students will try to delivered the planning in to the written text.
(Johnson (2008) defines drafting as the writers’ first attempt to capture the ideas
on paper. In this stage, the students are focused on the fluency of writing and are
not preoccupied with grammatical accuracy or the neatness of the draft. The
writing is not finished yet and that can still be changed.
b. Editing
After drafting Editing can be one step closer to final result of writing. In this
section students need to make review their writing. In editing section, the student
can repair their written with the correct form. the students read all sentences they
have written to see where the sentences work and where those do not work. The
editing can be done by the students themselves, the classmates, and also the
teacher through a feedback. Richards and Renandya (2002) suggest some simple
checklists to alert students to some of the common surface errors. They are about
the using of tenses, ccord,verb form, preposition, article pronoun, and avoiding of
fragments
c. Publishing
Writing is finish if editing is done. The student can publish their writing. Or
submit it to the teacher. The process of writing is recursive (Harmer, 2004). It
means that the student writers are very possibly to re-plan, re-draft, and re-edit.
Even when student writers already get to the final draft, they may find that they
can change their mind to re-plan, re-draft, or re-edit.
In line with this there is Nation (2009:114-115) states that one way of
focusing attention on different aspects of writing is to look at writing as a process.
One possible division of the writing process contains the following seven subprocesses:

a. Considering the goals of the writer
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Written work is usually done for a purpose and for a particular audience.
Once again, an important way of encouraging writers to keep their goals and
audience in mind is to provide them with feedback about the effectiveness of their
writing.
b. Having a model of the reader
Teachers should also check their writing programme to make sure that
learners are given practice in writing for a range of purposes to a range of readers.
c. Gathering ideas
Leibman-Kleine (1987) suggests that techniques for gathering ideas about a
topic can be classified into three groups. First group consists of open-ended, freeranging activities where all ideas are considered or the learners follow whatever
path their mind takes: brainstorming and quick-writing. The second group consists
of systematic searching procedures such as questioning (who, why, where, when).
The third group consists of techniques which help learners gather and organize
ideas at the same time. These include using tree diagrams and concept diagrams or
maps.
d.Organising ideas
The way learners organise ideas gives them a chance to put their own point of
view and their own thought into their writing, particularly in writing assignments
and answering examination questions.
e. Turning ideas into written text
Some learners are able to say what they want to write but have difficulty in
putting it into written form. That is, they have problems in translating their ideas
into text.
f. Reviewing what has been written
This is done to check what ideas have already been included in the writing, to
keep the coherence and flow of the writing, to stimulate further ideas, and to look
for errors.
g. Editing
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Editing involves going back over the writing and making changes to its
organisation, style, grammatical and lexical correctness, and appropriateness.
Learners can be encouraged to edit through the feedback that they get from their
classmates, teacher and other readers. Such feedback is useful if it occurs several
times during the writing process and is expressed in ways that the writer finds
acceptable and easy to act on.
Still in the same subtopic, there is Hyland (2004:11) states the basic
model of writing that has been elaborated to further describe what goes on at each
stage of the process and to integrate cognitive with social factors more centrally:
Selection of topic: by teacher and/or students. Prewriting: brainstorming,
collecting data, note taking, outlining, etc. Composing: getting ideas down on
paper. Response to draft: teacher/peers respond to ideas, organization, and style.
Revising: reorganizing, style, adjusting to readers, refining ideas. Response to
revisions: teacher/peers respond to ideas, organization, and style. Proofreading
and editing: checking and correcting form, layout, evidence, etc. Evaluation:
teacher evaluates progress over the process. Publishing: by class circulation or
presentation, noticeboards, Website, etc. Follow-up tasks: to address weaknesses.
From the several explanations above, it can be concluded that the most
common process of writing consists of prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and
publishing. Since the current approach in teaching writing is process approach, it
is important not to see writing as a product anymore but more pay attention to the
process of the writing. By considering the process of the writing, the student
writers have advantages to re-plan, re-draft, and re-edit their writing because the
process of writing is recursive. From all stages,

E. The Roles of the Teacher in Teaching Writing
Teachers have the important role in teaching writing that all in one purpose is
to help students in writing process. The teachers have roles that classify in several
categories. One of it according to Brown (2001:340) states that the role of teacher
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must be one of facilitator and coach, not an authoritative director and arbiter. This
facilitative role of the writing teacher has inspired research on the role of the
teacher as a responder to students` writing. The teachers also offers guidance in
helping students to engage in the thinking process but in a spirit of respect for
students opinion, must not impose his or her own thoughts on students writing.
The other roles states by Harmer (2007:330) that teacher has usual roles that are
important are as follows:
a. Motivator
Teacher should motivate students, creating the right conditions for the
generation of ideas, persuading them of the usefulness of the activity and
encouraging them to make as much effort as possible for maximum benefit.
b. Resource
During more extend writing task, teacher should be ready to supply necessary
information and language. Teacher should tell the student that they are
available and be prepared to look students’ work as it progresses. The teacher
should offer advice and suggestions need in constructive and wise way
c. Feedback provider
Teacher should respond positively and encouragingly to the content of
what the students have written. In giving feedback on writing tasks, its
demands special care by the teacher. When offering correction, teacher should
choose what and how much to focus on, based on what the student need at this
particular stage of their studies on the tasks they have undertaken.
d. Monitoring
The teacher`s role while activities is to monitor. This include making sure
that all the learner know what to do and are actively participating, and also
making a note on how succesfully the learners are communicating (Hadfield
and Hadfield 2011).It can concluded that the roles of teacher the roles of the
teacher in teaching writing is being a facilitator to guide the students in
process of writing. However, it must be involved by some motivations to the
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students so that the learning become meaningful and fun. In addition, the
teacher must be understood with students progress that is why it needs the
feedback and respon positively on students’s tasks and also monitoring them
continously. Those are what teacher should do in teaching writing.
F. Scoring Rubric in Writing Essay
MAXIMUM ACTUAL
INDICATOR

SCORE

SCORE

Format- 5 Points
Tite centered (2), first line of each paragraph
indented (1), margins on both sides (1), text
double spaced(1)
Total

5

Mechanics – 5 points
Punctuation

:

periods,

commas,

semicolon,

quotation marks(3), capitalization (1), spelling (1)
Total

5

Content-20 points
The essay fulfils the requirements of the
assignment.

5

The essay is interesting to read.

5

The esaay shows that the writer used care and

5

thought

10

Total

20
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Organization – 45 point
The essay follows the outline, and it has an
introduction, a body, and conclusion

5

Introduction : The introduction ends with the
thesis statement

5

Body
-

each paragraph of the bodydiscusses a n we

5

point and begins with aclear topic sentence.
-

Each paragrapah has specific supporting
material:facts,examples,quotations,paraphr
ased or summarized information, etc

10

-

Each paragraph has unity

5

-

Each paragraph has coherence

5

-

Trasitions are used to link paragraphs

5

Conclusion : The conclusion summarizes the
main points or paraphrases the thesis statement,
begin with a conclusion signal,and leaves the

5

reader with the writer’s final and thoughts on the
topic,
45

Total
Grammar and sentence structure -25 point
Estimate a grammar and sentence sturucture score

25

Grand Total

100

(Adapted from oshima’sbook (2006))
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G. Feedback in Teaching
Keh (1990) defines feedback as any input from readers to writers that provides
information for revision. The information that is for input can be directions,
suggestions, or requests. In the term of directions, the readers give feedback to the
mistakes of the writing and then the feedback can be a direction for the writers to
correct their writing at same writing or even the next writing
they are going to make. Through feedback, the readers can give some suggestions
for the better writing such as to add the article, pay attention with the agreement
of a sentence or even a feedback can also be a request from the readers to the
writers to do something for the writing such as asking the writer to write clearly.
Supporting that definition, in order to make the feedback effective, Reid (1993)
states that the students should comprehend the response, uptake the response to
their writing, and finally improve the writing. In line with this, Kepner (1991) in
Magno and Armales (2011) defines feedback in general as any procedures used to
inform a learner whether an instructional response is right or wrong. The
procedure means a set of actionswhich is decided to give feedback.
In addition, Harmer (2001) considers that feedback is as responding to
students’ work rather than assessing or evaluating what they have done.
According to him, the essence of feedback can be in the form of comments on
how the texts appears to the teachers, how successful the teachers think about the
students’ work has been, and how it can be improved. Supporting this views,
Harmer (2004) states that feedback of this kind becomes more and more
appropriate as the students’ level improves and they can take advantage of such
help. Again, Lee (2004) defines feedback as the feedback teachers give on
students’ errors, which could be either direct or indirect. Direct or indirect here are
the ways in giving feedback to the students’ writing. Reid (1993) states that
teacher’s feedback depends on the type and purpose of the assignments and it can
be transmitted in a variety of ways: in dialog journals, mini conferences during
class workshops, written comments on students’ drafts, and student-teacher
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conference.
Based on the definition above, it can be concluded that feedback is a
procedure in the writing process to provide information for revision with a certain
way depending on the type and purpose of the assignment in writing learning
process. Giving feedback in the students’ writing becomes the important aspect in
the writing process since it can help the writer to develop their writing skills by
learn from their errors.
H. Role of Feedback
Feedback plays an important role in developing writing proficiency among
second language learners (Hyland & Hyland, 2006; Magno&Amarles, 2011;
andAlamis, 2010).Celce-Murcia (2001) also says that feedback is the most
component to improve writing skills. Supporting that statement, Karim&Ivi(2011)
found facts that feedback has some important roles in the writing processto
develop students’ writing skill. The benefits of feedback are as follows :
first Feedback from the teacher can give a general guideline to improve
theiwriting.Guideline here is a direction or note about for the students to make
better theirwriting. This is supported by Lee’s study (2008) that found some
studentslikereceiving teacher’s response by giving marks to the error because the
studentswill know which one should be avoided in the next assignment.Second
Feedback can motivate the students in a positive way and give the confidence.
Third When the teachers give feedback in the form of praise whether in the
oralform or written form, it can be motivate students. Fourth Feedback can help
students to review their mistakes because they gettransparent idea of what the
students have acquired.Here the teacher give some corrections in the errors of
students’ writing and then students can know which part they need to revise their
writing. Rahmini (2010) investigated that students would learn the correct form of
their errors.Fifth Feedback can make the students understand their strength and
weakness.This is supported by the investigation conducted by Rahmini (2010).
She found that students had a strong desire for receiving feedback on their
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grammatical errors.The last one Feedback can make the interaction between
students and teacher growsstronger.When a teacher give feedback to the students’
writing directly by discussing together which one is correct and also responding
each student’s writing, automatically the interaction between both is close and by
time it can also grow the better interaction.
Based on the explanation above, it can be said that feedback is needed in the
writing process. It not only has roles in improving the accuracy of students’ work
but also the social and psychological roles.

I.

Source of Feedback
There are various ways of organizing feedback on writing, including

feedback from the teacher, feedback from other learners, and self-reflection and
feedback by the writer (Nation, 2009:122). Amara (2015) also states in general,
the feedback provider not only is an instructor or peer, but can also be a parent,
oneself, a book, and/or experience. Parent feedback on school work might also
provide both information and encouragement (Hattie & Timperley, 2007).
In a teaching and learning context Written corrective feedback (WCF)
refers to the classroom practice in which students receive corrections on their
writing products. This procedure involves a teacher, students, and peers.
Meanwhile according to Bitchener and Ferris (2010:144) classroom teachers are
typically the key provider of WCF. It is generally assumed that teachers have the
required knowledge to (1) identify where errors have occurred, (2) provide
effective feedback on linguistic errors, and (3) deliver it in a clear and meaningful
manner. It is also assumed that teachers have had sufficient training and
experience to know what works best for individual learners, as well as for groups
or classes of learners. However, this may not always be the case. Some teachers
are well trained while others are less well trained or, in fact, not trained at all. The
linguistic knowledge base of teachers can sometimes be less than adequate,
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meaning that some teachers may not be able to provide accurate feedback on a
range of error types.
The learners themselves certainly expect their teachers to have the level and depth
of knowledge required to give them appropriate feedback. Some learners may
have higher expectations of their teachers than others and expect them to provide
WCF on all of their written errors. Nevertheless, most learners understand that
there are times when WCF is appropriate and times when it is not because
attention needs to be given to other aspects of their writing.
The WCF sources also states by to Ellis and Shintani (2014) which cited by Buffa
(2016) that addresses the issue of authorship in correction. There are three choices
are possible: (1) the teacher, (2) the learner or (3) other learner. Traditionally, the
teacher is in charge of providing the feedback on written assignments.
Nonetheless, many authors (Hedge 2000; Hendrickson; 1980) pointed that the
learner him- or herself can also self-correct the work. By the teacher fostering this
practice, learners gain more autonomy and awareness regarding their written
process. Peer-editing is another possibility but this may result in a case of
someone who is not prepared and capable helping other of the same condition
(Sheen, 2011). Therefore, training learners to do peer-edit is advisable. However,
CF can also take place in the written mode. Teachers spend a great deal of time
correcting writing assignments in order to provide learners with feedback
regarding their written productions.

J. Strategies in Providing Feedback
It is important for teacher in responding students writing to help them
improve the accuracy and grow the motivation in learning. Harmer (2004) states
that the way to respond writing (e.g. the first way is feedback to work in progress,
the second, feedback can be presented by an English teacher through comment.
Third response is feedback in post-task statements, fourthly feedback can be in the
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taped comment, fifthly, feedback uses electronic comments, the sixth way is peer
review (feedback).
It is probably more useful for the learners if the teacher does not correct
their mistakes but shows them where the mistake is and what type of mistake it is.
To do this a marking system is needed. Here is a useful one for the most common
mistakes. The signs at the side of the page show the type of mistake, and the signs
in the sentences show where it is.
The learners should correct their mistakes themselves after the teacher has
marked them. In most compositions, at least half of the mistakes are usually
things that the learners already know about. They are there mainly because of
carelessness. Self-correction helps to stop this. The learners should be encouraged
to develop the habit of checking their work carefully before giving it to the
teacher to be marked. A marking system helps them to do this by showing them
their main weaknesses. Giving attention to the writing process is a way of
bringing about improvement in learners’ writing by providing help at the various
stages of the process, instead of focusing only on the finished product. A process
approach is most suited to writing because it is a largely solitary, productive skill
where there is plenty of time to observe and consider the parts of the process.
However, a process approach can be applied to at least some parts of listening,
speaking and reading skills (Nation, 2009:123).
Written corrective feedback is the primary form of feedback in the writing
process to improving learning progress. The important to know is the strategies in
providing feedback itself to respond students writing.

K. . The Goals and Advantages providing feedback.
The main purpose of WCF is to bring students’ attention to their writing
errors, and to teach the L2 language skills to the point where learners are aware of
what is expected from them as writers. Amara (2015) states WCF is also used to
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coach learners from the margin to produce written work with minimal errors and
maximum clarity.
Written corrective feedback is used not only as a response to writing errors,
but also to praise what is good in the writing (Mory, 2004; Cardelle & Corno,
1981). That is, teachers can use WCF to thank and praise their learners for good
work. WCF is used to help language learners avoid errors (e.g. grammatical,
syntactic, or semantic errors) and revise their own writing, and also to make
teachers aware of learners’ writing weaknesses. As stated above about the
definition of feedback, feedback is important to improve writing accuracy and
need teacher control inside it as the input. To prevent the unexpected result as
Nation (2009:124) states that poor control of some of the parts may lead to a poor
performance on other parts of the process.
Once again, an important way of encouraging writers to keep their goals and
audience in mind is to provide them with feedback about the effectiveness of their
writing (Nation, 2009:115-116). This feedback can be direct comment on the
writing as a piece of writing or it can be a response to the message and correction
to improve the accuracy. For example, Rinvolucri (1983) suggests that the teacher
and learners should write letters to each other with the teacher responding to the
ideas rather than the form of the letter. Teachers should also check their writing
programme to make sure that learners are given practice in writing for a range of
purposes to a range of readers The following list, adapted from Purves, Sofer,
Takala and Vahapassi (1984), indicates how wide this range can be. In writing
with immediate feedback the writer sits next to a reader and as each sentence or
paragraph is written, the writer gets feedback from the reader and they discuss
what has been written and what might come next. The writer then writes the next
paragraph and the discussion continues. This technique is especially useful when
writing instructions or technical descriptions. Amara (2015) states that teachers
might receive insightful pieces of information of one topic from the students.
Then WCF becomes more essential when it comes to learning asecond or foreign
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language. Providing WCF in an L2 context is essential to improving writing
accuracy.
The other researcher state about the important feedback is Dignen (2014). He
proposed that there are five reasons related to the important of the feedback:
a) Feedback is available in the process of learning all the time.
b) Feedback is the other words of effective listening.
c) Feedback is a way to motivate learning and developing.
d) Feedback is important to develop performances.
e) Feedback is a way to keep learning.
The important of feedback one of it is to prevent the unexpected result that
poor control of some of the parts may lead to a poor performance on other parts of
the process. Then it important way of encouraging writers to keep their goals and
audience in mind is to provide them with feedback about the effectiveness of their
writing. Also the motivation should create while teacher give feedback to make
students comfort in learning and developing.
Teachers can use their feedback comments as a communication learning
channel in which the teacher can inform the learner of their performance, and
praise them for their good work. More importantly, teacher comments potentially
include statements that confirm a learner identity as a good writer. If learners are
left without confirmation of their identity, they may feel that they are positioned
as poor writers.The other several advantages in the practices written correction
feedback states by London (2003) such as feedbacks could influence the
achieving of the learning objective in the future by enhancing the students in
learning and also increasing their ability to detect their own mistakes in the
process. Feedbacks also increase the students` motivation by showing the
behaviors that contribute to successful learning outcomes. It also increases the
important of the information and also the feedback process. In the group setting,
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feedbacks focus on the group members` attention on the same performances
elements and provide them with common perspectives. It could be helpful for the
group members to complete the tasks in completing the group assignments.
Feedbacks have values because it direct and motivates the students` behaviors. It
also contributes on the increasing of self-awareness.

L. Corrective Feedback
Corrective feedback is one of part of practice in Field education and learning
in generally. Corrective feedback are needed as a media tu measuring whether
correct or not the students’ work. According to Corder (1967) errors in the
teaching perspective indicateinformation about what learners still need to learn.It
typically involves a student receiving eitherformal or informal feedback on his or
her performance on various tasks by a teacher or peers.Corrective feedback
usually relates to linguistic aspect of writing. Corrective feedbacks are needed
when students make errors in learning. Written corrective feedback refers to
various ways that reader can respond by indicating that some usage in the writing
does not conform to the norms of the target language. Written corrective feedback
can be provided by any reader,such as peers or friends, but is generally provided
by instructors in most language classroom.

M. Types of Corrective feedback
Ellis (2009) found six types of corrective feedback, this types are ussually
used in correcting writing task. Whereas, Lyster and Ranta( 1997 ) also propose
six types ofcorrective feedback used in classroom which usually use in giving
corrective feedback. Ellis’s model (2009) have six types of strategies in providing
corrective feedback, they are:
1) Direct corrective feedback is when the teacher provides the student with the
correct form.
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Example :A dog stole (a) bone from (a) butcher. He escaped with having (the)
bone.
When the dog was going (over) (a) bridge over (a) river he (saw a) dog in the
river

2) Indirect corrective feedback is when the teacher indicates that an error exists
but does not provide the correction.
a) Indicating + locating the error. This takes the form of underlining and use of
cursors to show omissions in the student’s text. b) Indication only. This takes the
form of an indication in the margin that an error or errors have taken place in a
line of text. Example :A dog stole X bone from X butcher. He escaped with
XhavingX X bone. Whenthe dog was going XthroughX X bridge over XtheX river
he found X dog in the river
X = missing word
X __X = wrong
word
3) Metalinguistic feedback is when the teacher provides some kind of
metalinguistic clue as to the nature of the error.(1)Use of error code. (Teacher
writes codes in the margin e.g. ww: wrong word; art: article). (2)Brief
grammatical descriptions (Teacher numbers errors in text and writes a
grammatical description for each numbered error at the bottom of the text.)
4) The focus of the feedback means that this feedback concerns whether the
teacher attempts to correct all (or most) of the students’ errors or selects one or
two specific types of error to correct. This feedback has divided into two types,
a)unfocused corrective feedback and b) focused corrective feedback.
X __X = wrong
5)word
Electronic feedback is when the teacher indicates an error and provides a
hyperlink to a concordance file that provides examples of correct usage. It
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Includes feedback given to students about their work via email, feedback given in
the form of electronic notes on essays/projects/folios or other, via blogs and/or
wikis, and via online games/activities.
6) Reformulation means reworking of the students’ entire text to make the
languageseem as native-like as possible while keeping the content of the original
intact .Sachs and Polio (2007) Sachs and Polio (2007) compared the effects of
direct correction and reformulation on students’ revisions of their text.
compared the effects of direct correction and reformulation on students’ revisions
of their text. .
Example :Original version: As he was jogging, his tammy
was shaked.
Reformulation: As he was jogging, his tummy was
shaking.tummy shaking
Error correction: As he was jogging his was .

N. Previous of Related Studies
There are other researchers who have conducted the similar research that
concern of teacher’s corrective feedback., the first study is in thesis entitled
“Students’ and Teachers’ Attitudes Towards Teacher’s Corrective Feedback in
Teaching Writing of English as A Foreign Language (A Case Study at Surabaya
State University of the Fifth Semester Students in Academic Year 2014/2015).
This study is written by Rizki Ramadhan from English Education Department,
Graduate School Teacher Training and Education Faculty of Sebelas Maret
University in academic year 2015.He focuses on the students’ attitudes towards
the teachers’ corrective feedback, the teachers’ attitudes towards the corrective
feedback given, the type of feedback that the students’ needs and the
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consequences of the students’ attitudes towards their achievement in writing
English. The result shows that most of the informants have positive attitudes
towards the teachers’ corrective feedback and the different levels of proficiency
do not affect their attitudes. And all of the teachers also have positive attitudes
towards the corrective feedback given. There is a mismatch occurred between the
implementation of corrective feedback given by the teachers and the students’
needs. Attitudes significantly affect the students’ achievement in writing English.
The study above has similarity and differencess with the researcher’s study
the similarity of the research is both the studies use lecturer and students as a
informant to get deeper information about corrective feedback. Then the diffirence
is about the objective of the study. The objective of previous study is not only to
know the types of corrective feedback that is used by lecturer, but also to know
students’s attitude toward corrective feedback meanwhile the objective of this
study only to know what are the types of corrective feedback that is used by
lecturer in english writing class.
The second one is

An Analysis of

Teacher’sCorrective Feedbackon

Students’ Writing skill at Eight grade student of MTSN Sumber Lawang
2016/2017 this study is written by Ayu Sekar Wulandari. From English education
department islamic surakarta university. The finding shows that teacher used 4 out
of 6 types of corrective feed-back in eighth grade students’ writing.The kinds of
corrective feedback were di-rect, indirect, metalinguistic, focused and unfocused
corrective feedback. And the corrective feedback which not found were electronic
and reformulation corrective feedback. Based on the research findings, the
researcher found 256 types of teach-er’s corrective feedback. The most dominant
of teacher’s written corrective feedback used in students’ writing was direct
corrective feedback. It was 163 data or 64 %. Meanwhile, the fewest types of
corrective feedback was metalinguistic corrective feedback. It was 7 data or 3%
only. Teacher also provided the indirect corrective feedback lower than direct
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corrective feedback. It was 51 data or 20%.Then, teacher used focused feedback
in 9 data or 3% only, and unfocused feedback in 26 data or 10%.
The second previous study above also has the similarity and differences
with the researcher’s study. The similarity of the research is both the studies
would like to know about the corrective feedback in their writing skill. Then the
difference is about the informant of the research. The informants of the previous
study are the teacher and student of MTS N Sumber Lawang. Meanwhile in this
research use lecturer and the students’ of fourth semester of UIN Jambi as a
source of data.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter consists of six topics, they are: research design, subject of
the study, data and data sources, technique of data collection, technique of data
verification, and data analysis.
A. Research Design
Research design is a systematic plan to study a scientific problem. By
stating the research design it will give information about the approach that used in
the study. In this study the researcher employed qualitative approach According to
Bogdan and Taylor in Moeloeng (1989). In addition, the researcher employed
descriptive design by the purpose of the research was to describe the empirical
reality behind the phenomenon in depth and detailed. Therefore, the use of a
descriptive qualitative approach in this research was to match between empirical
realities and the prevailing theory by using descriptive research. In line with the
explanation above, this study is intended to describe about the practices and the
contribution of written corrective feedback on students` writing performance.
B. Subject of the Research
Subject of the study in qualitative research can be various. In this case, the
subject of study was an individual who has high authoritative, it means that she or
he had rich information to describe the practices of written corrective feedback
and the contribution of written corrective feedback on students` writing
performance.
After identified process, the researcher found there were 3 lecturers who
taught writing in UIN Jambi After interviewed all of them, the researcher selected
one lecturer who practiced written corrective feedback intensively. In addition to
get information about the contribution of written corrective feedback, the
researcher interviewed some students. The students who selected as subject
automatically taken from 5 students of TBI 4A in essay writing class. So, the
subject of this study were the lecturer of essay writing and the students of TBI 4A
C. Research Setting
31
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This research was conducted at fourth

semester

students of english

department uin STS jambi. It is located in simpangsungaidurenkabmuaro Jambi
The classes are divided into five classesA,B,C,D,E Each class consists of 30-31
students. This study involve class A as a sample
D . The Technique of Collecting Data
The primary step in a research is collecting data, because data is the
foundation for research study. We can see the varied nature of qualitative forms of
data when they are placed into the following categories: observations, interviews
and questionnaires, documents and audiovisual materials (Creswell 2012) The
researcher would not get the appropriate data to answer research questions
without knowing the technique to collect the data. In this study, the researcher
used documentation and interview as a technique to collect the data.
1. Documentation
The first technique that researcher uses to collect data is documentation.
The term of document refers to a wide range of written, physical, and visual
materials, including what other authors may term artefacts. Creswell (2012) states
that documents represent a good source for text (word) data for a qualitative
study. They provide the advantage of being in the language and words of the
participants, who have usually given thoughtful attention to them. They are also
ready for analysis without the necessary transcription that is required with
observational or interview data. In this study, the researcher used documentation
in the form of students` writing draft which consists of written correction
feedback given by the lecturer.
2. Interview
Interview is the conversation between two or among more people, one as
interviewer that give question and the other as informant will answer the question.
Creswell (2012:218) states some advantages of interview are that they provide
useful information when you cannot directly observe participants, and they permit
participants to describe detailed personal information.
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Compared to the observer, the interviewer also has better control over the
types of information received, because the interviewer can ask specific questions
to elicit this information. There are various types of interview that has each
advantages and characteristics. As Ary et. al. (2010:438) states that there are three
types of interview in qualitative such as unstructured interview, structured
interview and semi- or partially structured interview.
In this study the researcher conducted semi-structure interview and used
open ended questions which formulated with possibility the interviewer will
modify the format or questions during the interview process. Before conducting
interview the researcher made a set of questions related with the study that could
answer the research problem. However, the question can be developed during
interview
In this study, interview would be held for the lecturer and 5 students of
TBI 4A as informant. The information would be about the practices also the
contribution of written corrective feedback in essay writing class. Finally, the
researcher recorded their answer and then transcribed it.
E. Data Analysis
The most complex and difficult process in qualitative research is data
analysis. In this part the researcher must examine, describe and interpret the
information from interview and documentation.
In this study researcher used the analysis model proposed by Miles &
Huberman (1994) consisting of Data collection – Data reduction – Data display –
Conclusion drawing/verification. The procedures of analyzing the data were:
According to Moelong (2001: 103), analyzing the data is called as process of
organizing and arranging the data into pattern, category and a set of basic
classification to find the theme and to formulate the research hypothesis as what
the data adviced. In qualitative research, techniques of analyzing the data were
used in order to synthesize the data collecting from various sources into a
coherent description of what the researcher had been observed and discovered.
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Regarding with this research, the researcher used data analysis based on Miles and
Huberman Model (1984:20). Moreover, the process of analyzing data was
depicted by Miles and Huberman (1984:22) in the following picture.

.1 Illustration of Interactive Model by Miles &Huberman (1984)
Miles and Huberman (1984) elaborated the four types of analysis activity and the
activity of data collection form an interactive process which was analyzing
qualitative data as follows:
In this study researcher used the analysis model proposed by Miles &
Huberman (1994:10) consisting of Data collection – Data reduction – Data
display – Conclusion drawing/verification. The procedures of analyzing the data
were:
1. Data Reduction
Data reduction is the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying,
abstracting, and transforming the data that appear in transcription. In this case the
writer reduced the data that have been taken from interview transcript. The
researcher discarded and selected the information from interview transcript based
on research question. According to Bogdan and Biklen (1998) state that the
researcher can actually begin some data analysis in the field, while collecting the
data. In the other hand coding is the process of continous refinement; initial
categories may be changed merged or omitted; new categories are generated; and
new relationship can be discovered.
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2. Data Display
A display is an organized, compressed assembly of information that
permits conclusion drawing and action. In this step, the process of choosing data
simply in the form of words, sentence, and narrative in order that data collected is
mastered by researcher as the basic to take appropriate conclusion. In this
research, the data were displayed consist of the information about the practices
written corrective feedback and the contribution of it. In data display, the
researcher arranged data systematically in order to get the conclusion as the
findings of the research.
3. Conclusion Drawing and Verification
Since the beginning of the research, the researcher made temporary
conclusion. Furthermore, it was brought to the perfect conclusion. Making
conclusion was the process of drawing the content of data collected in the form of
good statement and having clear data. The conclusion drawing could be revealed
the practices and the contribution of written corrective feedback in essay writing
class. Verification means testing the provisional conclusions for their validity
suggest that after getting the data, it is analysed continuously and verified about
the validity. The researcher used triangulation based on Creswell (2012) to
validity the data as stated before.
F. Trustworthiness of the Data
The validity of the data is known by doing the triangulation. Triangulation
is qualitative cross-validation. It assesses the sufficiency to the data according to
convergence of multiple data source or multiple data collection procedure
(William Warsa in Sugiyono 2010: 372). It means that in doing triangulation for
getting the credibility there are source triangulation, the technique of collecting
data and time. . Triangulation based on Creswell (2012: 260) was the process of
corroborating evidence from different individuals (e.g., a principal and a student),
types of data (e.g., observational fieldnotes and interviews transcript), or methods
of data collection (e.g., documents and interviews) in descriptions and themes in
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qualitative research. Data 'triangulation' means retrieved data from a number of
different sources to form one body of data.
In line with this, there were several types of triangulation in qualitative
research. Here Ary et. al. (2010:501) states in qualitative there are 5 types of
triangulation. The first is data triangulation means the researcher investigates
whether the data collected with one procedure or instrument confirm data
collected using a different procedure or instrument. The second is methods
triangulation means uses more than one method (e.g., ethnography and document
analysis) in the study. The third is investigator triangulation that involves having
multiple researchers collect data independently and compare the collected data.
The fourth is theory triangulation that involves consideration of how the
phenomenon under study might be explained by multiple theories. Considering
different theories, the researcher may gain better insights. And the last is
interdisciplinary triangulation uses other disciplines to infer processes and
understandings of the findings. Triangulation could avoid claim, biases and the
researcher perspective itself. So, in this study the researcher decided to use data
triangulation which types of data in this research are document and interview
transcript. The researcher collected the data from multiple sources with the
purpose of enhancing the validity, the data were taken from students worksheets
and interviews .
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGAND DISCUSSION

In this chapter the researcher presents the research findings based on the
collected data during the investigation. In line with the research problems, it explored
the research findings concerning with the practices of written corrective feedback and its
contribution in essay writing class of UIN Jambi
A. research finding
In this section, the researcher presented the data which is obtained

from the

documentation in the form of students` writing draft consisting of lecturer`s written
corrective feedback and interview to reveal the practices and the contribution of written
corrective feedback (WCF) in essay writing class.
1. The Practices of Written Corrective Feedback in essay writing class
The data below attempted to answer the first question of the research by
analysing the practices of written corrective feedback in students` essay writing draft.
The data were gathered from the documentation or students` draft and interview with the
lecturer and students . The result presented as follows:
a. The Type of Written Corrective Feedback
There are many types of written corrective feedback based on its typology. According
to HY as the writing lecturer, she practiced direct, indirect feedback and reformulation
feedback on the students’ writing draft it can be seen from the students’s draft bellow :
1. Direct feedback
Direct feedback is kind of written corrective feedback which provide the correct form.
The lecturer gave the correct answer in students’ writing essay draft directly it in
addition the direct feedback practices by lecturer can be seen from the result of
students’ writing draft bellow :

37
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Figure 4.1. students’writing consisting of correction
Based on figure 4.1 it can be seen that the student made severalmistakes it can be
seen by the lecturer’s correction. The lecturer corrected the error in word just the lecturer
gave direct correct feedback. The lecturer indicated error used line mark and provide the
correct form includes. The students made grammatical error it can be seen the lecturer
gave direct corrective feedback in word follows, the lecturer gave directly the correct form
that is following. And the students also made error in the form of preposition it can be seen
the lecturer using line mark to indicate error and replace the word to become for.

Figure 4.2students’writing consisting of correction
Based on figure 4.2 the students made some mistakes. It can be seen by the
teacher correction, the lecturer gave the direct feedback by addthe word that
beside word is. The second direct feedback is the lecturer still added the correct
form. The lecturer added be beside word to in order to

complete the error
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students’ tenses. the third direct corrective feedback is the lecturer wrote correct
word ‘’chosen’’ under the wrong word ‘’choosen’’

2. Indirectfeedback

Figure 4. 3 students’writing consisting of correction
Circling is known as one of kind of indirect feedback. When the teacher
indicated there are error exist but did not provide the correction. It is called indirect
feedback. Based on figure 4.3 the lecturer circled the word that was not appropriate to
the context the word both ‘enemy’ and ‘enemies’ are not approptiate with the context.
The lecturer did not provide the correct form in the students’ draft writing essay, she
indicated the errorby using underline
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Figure 4. 4 students’writing consisting feedback correction.
Based on the figure 4.4 the lecturer gave feedback in form of indirect corrective
feedback . The lecturer only crossed the students’ error that existed in writing essay
draft without providingthe correct form

Figure 4. 5 students’writing consisting of feedback correction
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In figure 4.5 the lecturer indicated the error by using line mark to the wrong word.
Lecturer give line mark to the word ‘’ thrith’’ ‘’ and’’ ‘’ riders’’ , ‘’a’’
In the bottom of the paper the lecturer give advice comment “ you can add one-two
sentence in your concluding paragraph ‘’ and “ misspeling is your common mistake’’
The comment that lecturer gave in the bottom of the paper as a instruction the word
that has given line mark before. So the student can understand what does the indirect
feedback means.
3. Reformulation

Figure 4. 6 students’writing consisting of feedback correction
Reformulation means reworking of the students’ to make the languageseem as
native-like as possible while keeping the content of the original inttact. The researcher
found reformulation feedback in figure 4.6 the origin passage is“ following this steps
to recommende choose your mates “ it is not correct sentence, then the lecturer
remake the students’ task without change, circle, give line mark to the real sentence.
With write under the wrong sentence “the following steps are recommende to choose
mate”
b. The Step or Technique in Practising Written Corrective Feedback
After finding out of corrective feedback that used by lecturer such as direct,
indirect, and reformulation.Then lecturer beganto practice it in her class. The first the
lecturerpractice was read the students’ draft and made the familiar get acquairiedwith
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the symbol or the coded itself. The steps can be students seen from the result of
interview with the lecturer below:
‘’firstly, i read the whole sentences then i re read sentence by sentence, i underline the
students’ errorsand lastly i write the comment and give score at the end of students’
writing’’

In practising written corrective feedback, after the lecturer read to correct the
students` writing draft, lecturer also gave correction on the students` writing draft. After
measuring the error of the students writing draft she gave some comments in order to
make student aware with their mistakes.
In this essay writing class the lecturer gavegrade from the highest until the
lowest. The grade ranged from very good, good, okay and poor. From this
grade,between lecturer and students can measure how far the written corrective feedback
helps them in improving writing. After revising the writing draft as the symbol or code,
then they will receive the grade that indicate their writing skill achievement. Based on
the interview the way in grading here uses indicator like very good, good, okay and poor
in form number or score ( 85 = very good , 75 = good , 60 = okay, 50= poor )The
aspects which include on lecturer` grades are. Format, mechanism, content,organization,
and grammar (oshima 2005) There is also total score, for each aspect there is score then
the lecturer combined the several elements and the result is total score itself. The
follwing figure demontradesstudent’ score.

Figure 4. 7 students’score
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The conclusion from data above showed that the steps in practising written corrective
feedback are:
1. The first step which lecturer do was: read the whole sentence students’ draft and
introduce about the symbol of corrective feedback
2. After readingthe whole of sentences of students’ draft and introduces symbol of
corrective feedback , the lecturer re-read sentence by sentence
3. the lecturer begin to give corrective feedback and some comments to the students’
error that exist in writing draft
5 . Then the lecturer returns the students` draft to let them revise their work as code or
symbol correction, it could be omitted, changed, added or deleted certain aspect based
on the code or symbol meaning.
6. Finally, the lecturer gives grade on the students` writing draft
c. The Time of Practising Written Corrective Feedback.
after knowing the steps in practicing written corrective feedback introduction
until giving grade, there were certain timing that should take concern too. In writing
there are some stages such as prewriting, drafting, revising and editing.
In this case, the correction feedback practice was done on drafting stage. In this
stage, the students focused on the fluency of writing and not preoccupied with
grammatical accuracy or the neatness of the draft. Thw writing is not finish yet and they
can still be changed.

d. The Focus of Written , Corrective Feedback.
In practicing written corrective feedback, error is one important aspect that was
usually found and tried to reduce it from students` writing draft as well. The lecturer
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should take concern about the focus of error which has been decided before correct the
students` writing draft.
The focus of written corrective feedback which lecturer chose was global error,
because there were many kind of aspects such as: Format, mechanism,
content,organization, grammar.
2. The Contribution of Written Corrective Feedback
The data below attempted to answer the second question of the research by
analysing the practices of written corrective feedback in students` essay writing draft.
The data were gathered from the interview with the students
Based on the result of interview with the students, the contributions appeared
from the practices of this WCF. Students said through this WCF strategy, they can detect
their own mistakes on the process of writing, so their self-awareness increased. On the
other hand, the students` independency also stimulate from this WCF` strategy. Almost
all students felt this tcontribution
like the representative answer from interview with DAF and IA, they said:

(DAF) Feedback yang di berikan sangat bagus dan membantu sekali jadi saya bisa
mengerti dimana bagian kesalahan saya dan bagaimana saya bisa mengkoreksi
kesalahan saya sebelumnya. (see appendix 1)

(DAF): Feedback that had given very good and really helpful so I can understand and
aware where is my error and how I revise it.(see appendix 1)

(IA) Sangat membantu, soalnya biar kita bisa tahu salahnya kita dimana. Bisa buat
ingat-ingat kita juga, biar tidak melakukan hal yang sama.(see appendix 4)
(IA): very helpful… It makes us know our error also as our reminder to do not make the
same error…...(see appendix 4)
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Furthermore, the students felt the other contribution too, such as increase their
motivation. Lecturer would give them highlight such as grade to praise their good
performance. From that grade the students know their own performance, so it also
influences them to achieve better grade in the future. It based on the interview result
with DPR below:

(DPR ) Membantu sih mbak. Kan itu koreksinya masing-masing gitu. Tapi
kesimpulannya itu good apa very good. Jadi kita tahu ini grammarku kurang apa?
Language nya kurang apa? …. Trus essay berikutnya oh yang salah yang ini jadi harus
dibenarkan. (mengurangi kesalahan yang dulu).(see appendix 3)

(DPR) It was help very much, sist. It is individualy correction, and we get grade such as
good or very good. So we know what aspect of grammar or language that we miss……..
Then for the next essay I must improve it to the right one to reduce my error in the
past..(see appendix 3)

This data showed that the contribution of WCF is not only to make students
aware to their error but more to increase their self-awareness and stimulate students to
be independent in written production. The students` motivation can increase too by
students performance highlight in the form of grade or praise, so they try to achieve
better grade in the future. In addition, not only students but the lecturer also received the
contribution in the form of awareness on students` writing weaknesses

B. Discussion
There are many types of written corective feedback based on its typologi.
Based on finding above the lecturer practiced 3 types of corrective feedback
direct, indirect and reformulation feedbackon the students’ writing draft in UIN
Jambi.as same as what found by the previous researchers like wulansari(2017)
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who found4 out of 6 types of corrective feedback. She found 4 types of corrective
feedback they are direct, indirect, metalinguistic and unfocus feedback.
According to Ellis (2009) direct feedback is when the teacher provide the
students’ with the correct from. Direct feedback as known as explicit feedback .
directly gave the correct from their mistake.Indirect feedback is when the teacher
indicates that an error exists but did not provide the correct form, only indicated
and location where is the students’ error exist in the students’ writing essay draft.
indirect feedback the lecturer may indicate the type of error and giving the
location of the error, for example by underlining or highlighting it; simply noting
the number or type of errors in a particular line of the text in the margin; or
combination of these (Robb, Ross, and Shortreed, 1986) does not rule out the
possibility some comments are appear in the bottom of the papper as a advice for
students’ in order to make students’ writing is better.
This WCF practices helped the students improve writing accuracy on
essay writing, as Harmer (2004) stated that it is probably more useful for the
learners if the lecturer does not correct their mistakes but shows them where the
mistake is and what type of mistake it is. To do this a marking system is needed.
So the lecturer practiced implicit feedback or called indirect feedback on her essay
writing class. Elliss( 2009) stated reformulation feedback reworking of the
students’ entire text to make the languageseem as native-like as possible while
keeping the content of the original intact.
The lecurer gave the right answer to the student with re-write the
students’ error with the correct form without change the students’ paper. This
WCF practices to help improve the students writing accuracy on essay writing. In
addition there were many variances codes or symbols which described by the
reseacher (the description can be seen on chapter 2. p:42) before practicing on
students` writing draft in essay writing class. There were about 6

types of

feedback From the data above, we know that from 6 types of feedback there were
3 types which practiced on students` writing draft by the lecturer. There were
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direct feedbback, in-direct feeback and reformulation feedback.Harmer (2004)
states that feedback of this kind becomes more and more appropriate as the
students’ level improves and they can take advantage of such help.
After knowing the type that used by lecturer were direct, indirect and
reformulation feedback then lecturer beganto practice it in her class. The first,
how the lecturer`s practice wasread the whole students’ draft essay and introduces
or makes the students familiar with the symbol the students and they understand
about the meaning of the symbol, then the lecturer begins to provide the written
corrective feedback. The lecturer would re-read sentences by sentence of students`
draft, after that she tries to find the error on it.
The lecturer would give code or symbol which appropriate with the kind
of error. As Nation (2009) states that in correction techniques the learners look for
mistakes either in ideas or form and describe them or correct them. They include
techniques like finding grammar mistakes in sentences, finding unnecessary and
unusual words which have been put in their draft writing essay. The
studentssshow that they have found mistakes by underlining or circling them
writing the corrected item.
Then the lecturer returns the students` draft to lets them revise their works
as code or symbol correction, it could be omitted, changed, added or deleted.
After the lecturer gives code to correct the error in students` writing draft, lecturer
also gives grade on the students` writing draft. In this essay writing class the
lecturer gave grade from the highest until the lowest. As Harmer (2007:139) states
that lecturer will help students to correct such as their error or attempts by gives
assess on their work. Assessing students` performance usually in the form of
praise or blame based on their work, include grade. Lecturer award a mark of
7.5/10 for a piece of writing or giving a B+ assessment for certain activity are
clear indicators that students have done well. Every student has their own grade
achievement based on their revising effort.
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After knowing the step in practicing written corrective feedback from
introduction until giving grade, there was certain timing that should take concern
too. In the writing there are some stages such as prewriting, drafting, revising
and editing. In this case, the correction practice was done on the drafting stage
students will try to delivered the planning in to the written text. This fact in
match with the result of pervious researcher like Aulia ( 2017)who found the
time practising written corrective feedback at stage revising and drafting
Johnson (2008) defines drafting as the writers’ first attempt to capture
the ideas on paper. In this stage, the students are focused the fluency of
writing and are not preoccupied with grammatical accuracy or the neatness of
the draft. The writing is not finished yet and that can still be changed.
Actually the students could revise their drafts more than once because the
lecturer gave them opportunity to revise it until twice to make it as good as
writing final draft. In conclusion, the practices of written corrective feedback
was in revision stage.
The contribution of WCF is not only to stimulate students` attention to
their error but more to increase their self-awareness but also stimulate students to
be independent in written production. The students` motivation can increase too
by students` performance highlight in receive the contribution in the form of
awareness on students` writing weaknesses especially in making complete
sentence or in grammatical aspect. This finding same as what had found by
Mulyani (2018) feedbacks was important in fostering the students` academic
writing ability and on the increasing of the students` reflection skill after receiving
the feedbacks from the supervisors.
Several advantages in the practices of written correction feedback stated
by London (2003) such as feedbacks could influence the achieving of the
learning objective in the future by enhancing the students in learning and also
increasing their ability to detect their own mistakes in the process. Feedbacks
also increase the students` motivation by showing the behaviors that contribute
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to successful learning outcomes. It also contributes on the increasing of selfawareness. Written corrective feedback is used not only as a response to writing
errors, but also to praise what is good sssin the writing (Mory, 2004; Cardelle &
Corno, 1981).
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSSION and SUGGESTION

In this chapter the researcher presents the conclusion and suggestion.
Conclusion summarizes the result of the research based on the research problem.
A. Conclusion
From the research findings it can be concluded that:
The Practises of Written Corrective Feedback in essay writing class: The
lecturer practiced 3 types of written corrective feedback direct, indirect and
reformulation corrective feedback on students`writingdraft. The steps in
conducting Written Corrective Feedback are read thewhole sentences and
introduces the code, reads students` draft, sentence by sentence tries to find the
error, gives code or symbol correction, returns the drafts then lets the students to
revise it, and the last lecturer gives grade on students` writing draft.The correction
practice is on the drafting stage that is after the students finished their pre-writing
The focus of written corrective feedback which the lecturer chose was global error
because

there

were

many kind

aspectssuch as:grammatical,

language,

organization, content and also punctuation aspects.
The contribution of written corrective feedback in essay writing class were
it can stimulate students` attention to their error, to increase their self-awareness,
stimulate students to be independent in written production, increase the students`
motivation by students` performance highlight in the form of grade or praise.
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B. Suggestion
The researcher want to give suggestion based on the conclusion above, the
suggestion as follow:
1. For Lecturer
The researcher had found that lecturer of UIN Jambi who was teaching
essay writing by practising written corrective feedback was done it nicely, yet, the
lecturer should pay attention more for students who have problem while using this
written corrective feedback. In addition, the lecturer could combine the WCF with
peer or cooperation activities.
2. For Students
The researcher had found that students receive many contributions from
this written corrective feedback, but they told that have problem while
understanding the code, they should tell it to their lecturer than silent in order to
improve the practise of written corrective feedback itself.
3. For Future researcher
The researcher aware that this thesis far from being perfect. So, for further
researcher, this thesis could be the reference for their thesis. They can try other
type of written corrective feedback not only direct, indirect and reformulation
feedback.
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Students’ Interviewer Transcript
Interviewer 1
Student : Dwi Afrida (R)
Interviewer : Igustiana Hutari (I)
Semester : 4a
Date of Interview : Monday , August 26th on 2019
Location : UIN STS jambi

I : assalamualaikum dwi, kakak ingin bertanya tentang koreksian yang di berikan
oleh dosen writing .Seberapa sering kamu menerima koreksian di kelas writing
essay ?

R :sering kak, setiap kita menulis selalu di kasih koreksian kak.
.
I : oh gitu, bagus dong itu biar kamu enggak salah-salah lagi. Terus biasanya
kalau kasih kreksian di benerin langsung apa gimana ?

R: kedua-kedua nya sih kak, kadang ada yang langsung di kasi jawaban bener
nya, trus ada juga yang di kasi kode atau symbol gitu.

I : Terus, dwi sendiri lebih suka yang langsung atau yang di kasi kode aja ?

R : emm.. lebih enak yang langsung sih kak, soa nya gak payah mikir lagi kak
heheh langsung aja gitu,

I : oh gitu ya ..kalo yang di kode kamu paham gak maksud nya apa ?

R : paham sih kak, kan sebelum di kasi koreksian dalam bentuk kode, kita di kasih
tau dulu, tentang maksud nya apa.
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I : biasanya bentuk kode koreksian nya gimana ?

R : ada yang lingkaran, garis bawah, sama silang sih yang paling sering.
I : oh gitu… terus, tanggapan dwi tentang koreksian yang di berikan dosen writing
essay gimana ?
R : Feedback yang di berikan sangat bagus dan membantu sekali jadi saya bisa mengerti
dimana bagian kesalahan saya dan bagaimana saya bisa mengkoreksi kesalahan saya
sebelumnya.

I : terus, dengan adanya koreksian yang di berikan dosen, ada nggak peningkatan dalam
nilai writing dwi ?

R : pasti ada kak, soal nya kak, kita di kasih tau yang benar nya seperti apa, jadi untuk
kedepan nya ya nggak salah lagi kak.

I :oh ya, suka kesal nggak, kalo di kasih koreksian? Itu kan banyak coretan nya ?

R : Enggak sih, kan itu tujuan nya untuk ngasih tau yang benar nya gimana kak, jadi yaa
untuk apa kesal hehehe

I : Iya juga ya, hehe oke dwi wawancara nya sudah selesai. Makasih ya untuk waktu nya

R: iya kak, sama- sama
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Students’ Interviewer Transcript
Interviewer 2
Student : Ima Audia (R)
Interviewer : Igustiana Hutari (I)
Semester : 4a
Date of Interview : Monday , August 26th on 2019
Location : UIN STS jambi
I : assalamualaikum ima, kakak ingin bertanya tentang koreksian yang di berikan
oleh dosen writing .Seberapa sering kamu menerima koreksian di kelas writing
essay ?

R :hampir tiap kali kita nulis kak.

I : oh gitu, bagus dong itu biar kamu enggak salah-salah lagi. Terus biasanya
kalau kasih kreksian di benerin langsung apa gimana ?

R:beragam sih kak, ada yang langsung di kasi jawaban benar nya,ada yang di kasi
clue-clue aja, ada juga yang di tulis ulang sama dosen nya kak.

I : Terus, ima sendiri lebih suka yang langsung atau yang di kasi kode aja ?

R : kalo untuk mudah nya, yang langsung di kasih jawaban benar nya kak, tapi
kalo untuk belajar lebih milih yang di kasi kode aja kak, soal nya kita lebih
terpacu untuk berpikir salah nya dimana? Terus yang benar nya apa hehe

I : Nah.. itu bagus, terus kalo di kasi koreksian dalam bentuk kode kamu ngerti ?
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R : kadang ngerti kak, tapi ada waktu nya saya bingung, salah nya dimana. Kalo
saya sudah bingung saya Tanya ke dosen nya langsung kedepan. Hehehe biar gak
salah paham

I : oh gitu..biasanya bentuk kode koreksian nya gimana ?

R : di lingkarin, di garis, di coret,
I : oh gitu… terus, tanggapan ima tentang koreksian yang di berikan dosen writing
essay gimana ?
R : Sangat membantu, soalnya biar kita bisa tahu salahnya kita dimana. Bisa buat ingatingat kita juga, biar tidak melakukan hal yang sama.
I : terus, dengan adanya koreksian yang di berikan dosen, ada nggak peningkatan dalam
nilai writing ima ?

R : ada dong kak. Jadi untuk kedepan nya nggak salah lagi.

I :oh ya, trus ima suka kesal nggak, kalo di kasih koreksian? Itu kan banyak coretan nya
?

R : kadang sebel sih kak, jadi nya harus ulang lagi, jadi ribet gitu. Tapi yaa.. kalo nggak
gitu, ga tau salah nya dimana

I : Nah.. itu paham ima heheh. Oke terimakasih atas partisipasi nya dalam penelitian
kakak

R: oke kak,
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Students’ Interviewer Transcript
Interviewer 3
Student : Dhea Pati R (R)
Interviewer : Igustiana Hutari (I)
Semester : 4a
Date of Interview : Monday , August 26th on 2019
Location : UIN STS jambi

I : assalamualaikum dea, kakak ingin bertanya tentang koreksian yang di berikan
oleh dosen writing .Seberapa sering kamu menerima koreksian di kelas writing
essay ?

R :setiap kali kita nulis kak
I : oh gitu, bagus dong itu biar kamu enggak salah-salah lagi. Terus biasanya
kalau kasih kreksian di benerin langsung apa gimana ?

R: ada yang langsung ngasi jawaban, ada juga yang di lingkarin gitu kak

I : Terus, dwi sendiri lebih suka yang langsung atau yang di kasi kode aja ?

R : yang di kasi langsung sih kak heheh tapi yang pake kode , lebih melatih kak

I : oh gitu ya ..kalo yang di kode kamu paham gak maksud nya apa ?

R : paham sih kak, kan sebelum di kasi koreksian dalam bentuk kode, kita di kasih
tau dulu, tentang maksud nya apa.

I : biasanya bentuk kode koreksian nya gimana ?
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R : lingkaran, garis bawah, sama silang kak
I : oh gitu… terus, tanggapan dwi tentang koreksian yang di berikan dosen writing
essay gimana ?
R : Membantu sih mbak. Kan itu koreksinya masing-masing gitu.. Jadi kita tahu ini
grammarku kurang apa? Language nya kurang apa? …. Trus essay berikutnya oh yang
salah yang ini jadi harus dibenarkan. (mengurangi kesalahan yang dulu).

I : terus, dengan adanya koreksian yang di berikan dosen, ada nggak peningkatan dalam
nilai writing dhea ?

R :ada kak, jadi meningkat gitu kak yang tadi nya tidak tau, setelah feeback jadi ta.

I :oh ya, suka kesal nggak, kalo di kasih koreksian? Itu kan banyak coretan nya ?

R : enggak terlalu sih, kak.

I : oke dhea wawancara nya sudah selesai. Makasih ya untuk waktu nya

R: iya kak, sama- sama
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Students’ Interviewer Transcript
Interviewer 4
Student : Kholifah (R)
Interviewer : Igustiana Hutari (I)
Semester : 4a
Date of Interview : teusday, August 27th on 2019
Location : UIN STS jambi
I : assalamualaikum kholifa, kakak ingin bertanya tentang koreksian yang di
berikan oleh dosen writing .Seberapa sering kamu menerima koreksian di kelas
writing essay ?

R :sering kak, tiap ada tugas menulis kita selalu di kasih feedback.

I : oh gitu, bagus dong itu biar kamu enggak salah-salah lagi. Terus biasanya
kalau kasih kreksian di benerin langsung apa gimana ?

R:hmm.. biasa nya sih dalam bentuk langsung sama di kasi petunjuk gitu kak, trus
juga kek di tulis ulang.

I : Terus, kholifa sendiri lebih suka yang langsung atau yang di kasi kode aja, atau
yang di tulis ulang ?

R : lebih suka yang di kode sih kak, biar kita bisa lebih mandiri mikir sendiri
tentang kesalahan kita di tulisan itu

I : terus kalo di kasi koreksian dalam bentuk kode kamu ngerti ?

R : ngerti sih kak.
I : oh gitu..biasanya bentuk kode koreksian nya gimana ?
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R : di kasih seperti symbol gitu kak.
I : oh gitu… terus, tanggapan ima tentang koreksian yang di berikan dosen writing
essay gimana ?
R :sangat membantu kak, selain untuk member perbaikan writing kita, juga jadi motivasi
kak.
I : terus, dengan adanya koreksian yang di berikan dosen, ada nggak peningkatan dalam
nilai writing kholifa ?

R : ada kak. Malah sangat pesat

I :oh ya, trus kholifa suka kesal nggak, kalo di kasih koreksian? Itu kan banyak coretan
nya ?

R : nggak kok kak,

I :. Oke terimakasih atas partisipasi nya dalam penelitian kakak

R: oke kak,
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Students’ Interviewer Transcript
Interviewer 5
Student : Amel(R)
Interviewer : Igustiana Hutari (I)
Semester : 4a
Date of Interview : teusday , August 27th on 2019
Location : UIN STS jambi

I : assalamualaikum amel, kakak ingin bertanya tentang koreksian yang di berikan
oleh dosen writing .Seberapa sering kamu menerima koreksian di kelas writing
essay ?

R :hampir tiap kali kita nulis kak.

I : oh gitu, bagus dong itu biar kamu enggak salah-salah lagi. Terus biasanya
kalau kasih kreksian di benerin langsung apa gimana ?

R: kalo saya sih, banyakan yang dikode sih kak

I : Terus, amel sendiri lebih suka yang langsung atau yang di kasi kode aja ?

R : yang di kode kak, biar gak manja heheh..

I : Nah.. itu bagus, terus kalo di kasi koreksian dalam bentuk kode kamu ngerti ?

R : insya allah ngerti kak hehe

I : oh gitu..biasanya bentuk kode koreksian nya gimana ?
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R : di lingkarin, di garis, di coret,
I : oh gitu… terus, tanggapan ima tentang koreksian yang di berikan dosen writing
essay gimana ?
R :bagus kak

I : terus, dengan adanya koreksian yang di berikan dosen, ada nggak peningkatan dalam
nilai writing amel?

R : ada kak.

I :oh ya, trus amel suka kesal nggak, kalo di kasih koreksian? Itu kan banyak coretan nya
?

R : kesal sih, tapi bermanfaat coretan nya

I : Oke terimakasih atas partisipasi nya dalam penelitian kakak

R: baik kak,
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List of Questions' Interview

1. Do you provide corrections in writing classes?
2. How important is correction in the writing class taking part?
3. Do you provide corrections in different forms?
4. How do you give correction to the students?
5.what are the steps that you give to the stuents ?
6/ when did you give feedback in writing class ?
7. what is your focus of your feedback ?

\
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Fieldnote of Interview
Day, Date : Monday , 23th August, 2019
Time : 08.28 – end.
Activity : Interviewing the Lecturer
Informant : Hilma Suryani, M.Pd
Location : UIN STS Jambi
Interviewer : Igustiana Hutari

I : Do you provide corrections in writing classes?

R: Yes, Ido
I : How important is correction in the writing class taking part?
R: it’s essential as it enables the students know the mistakes and the progress of
their writing.
I: Do you provide corrections in different forms?
R: yes, I do
I. : How do you give correction to the students?
R : I give the codes more often
I :.what are the steps that you give to the stuents ?
R:Firstly, I read the whole sentences, then I re-read sentence by sentence I
underline the students’ errors and lastly I write the comment at the end of
students’writing
I :when did you give feedback in writing class ?
R: in stages prewriting and drafting
I: what is your focus of your feedback ?
R: global ( grammar, format, content,mechanics,
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